Icons of Christianity

Islamic Design

REGISTRATION FORM
CHINMAYA MISSION AUSTRALIA
A.B.N. 63 224 595 801

Sacred Art as Meditation
with Swamini Vinayananda
REGISTRATION FORM
$50.00 for each day.
Early Bird Special: $40.00 before 1 April 2019

We shall explore the abstract designs of Islam,
composed with just a compass and straight line
based on the principles of sacred geometry. Whether
in tiles, a grille, an arabesque, an illumination or an
entire building, Islam has maintained the integrity of
its philosophical vision of unity in diversity and the
sense of the infinite. This vision confirms it as sacred
art. We shall learn to create some of the designs and
illuminate them.

Illuminated Manuscripts
The purpose of Sacred Art is to take you to the
experience of timeless eternal Being, to the
presence of the Divine, your deepest Self, where
you are one with all. This is also meditation. We
shall see how the icons achieve this and the great
symbolism and knowledge contained in them.
We shall then have some fun with some Russian
icons. If we are lucky, we may visit the Greek
Orthodox Church in Campbell’s Creek with its
amazing and relatively unknown history to see its
icons!

All Registrations Close by
Sunday 14 April 2019

We shall concentrate on the Insular or Celtic
illuminated manuscripts from the 5th to the 9th
centuries with their distinctive elements of plaited
knots, dots, wheels and fantastic animal forms and
exquisite calligraphy. Swamini will explain the
symbolism and reveal its contemplative nature. Then
we will create the most beautiful Celtic illuminations.

Name:..................................................................
Address:...............................................................
..................................................CODE....................
Phone:..................................................................
Mobile:.................................................................
E-mail:..................................................................
.............................................................................
Please tick which session/s you will be attending

Icons of Christianity (SAT 20 April)
……
Islamic Design
(SUN 21 April)
……
Illuminated Manuscripts (MON 22 April) ……
Amount enclosed: $...................................
Please tick: Cash: _______

Cheque______

(Cheques made payable to “Chinmaya Mission Australia”)

CREDIT
(Please fill out exactly as given on your card)

Card Holders Name:................................................
(Please tick) Visa
__
Master Card __
Card Number

|_|_|_|_ |_|_|_|_ |_|_|_|_ |_|_|_|_
Expiry date: ........../............
Signature: ..............................................................

SEND TO: Swamini Vinayananda
47 Hargraves St Castlemaine 3450

